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MONTANA OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM FEASIBILITY REPORT
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this report is to identify the feasibility of developing an
occupational information system (OIS) in Montanta. The report is divided into

five chapters that are described below.

Chapter 1 . OIS-Related Reports --Four reports have been prepared for the Montana
SOICC as a part of this OIS Feasibility Study. In addition to this
report, the following documents have been produced:

Montana Occupational Information Sources: Publications
,

Programs, and Reporting Systems --Thi5 document describes
SO major sources of occupational information produced by
local. State, or federal agencies.

Montana Occupational Information Needs Survey--This report
contains the results of a survey of 100 Montana occupational
information users. Survey respondents provided their ratings
of the importance, availability, use, and training needs for
selected information topics. The highest rated topics were
analyzed for coverage by Montana sources.

Montana Occupational and Education/Training Clusters --This
project, scheduled to be completed in March, is designed to
relate the classification systems used by Montana SOICC
agencies in a series of clusters. These clusters are being
developed to reflect Montana education/training and emplo>'ment
patterns and are being reviewed by agency personnel.

Chapter 2 Data Components of a Montana OIS - -Four data components are described
that can be included in a Montana OIS. Each component is presented,
in detail, in separate sections describing the purpose, Montana
data sources, data limitations, and issues for OIS development.
The four data components include:

Occupational Demand
Occupational Supply
Occupational Characteristics
Complementary Information

Chapter 3 Operational Components of a Montana OIS--This chapter describes
how the data components described above can be related and
analyzed. This discussion focuses on the following components:

Occupational Supply/Demand Interface --T]iis process uses the
results of the above cluster project to relate source data from

the occupational supply and demand components.
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Occupational Supply/Demand .Ajialysis --This process involves
the analysis, interpretation, and explanation of the supply/
demand interface and uses occupational characteristics and
complementary information as well as supply and demand data.

Chapter 4 OIS Design Alternatives : Procedures, Schedules, and Costs-

-

This chapter presents three alternative OIS designs that could be
used to integrate the OIS components described above. Also
described are the schedules and costs associated with each design.

Level I--Manual OIS Design--This system involves extracting
appropriate supply/demand data from Montana sources, inter-
facing this data using the Montana clusters, and analyzing and
reporting the results. All these activities would be done
manually.

Level II--Automated OIS Design—This system is similar to
Level 1 except the interfacing, analysis, and report preparation
are computer processed.

Level III- -Automated OIS Design- -This system is similar to
Level II except data entry is automated (to the extent possible)
and additional computer analysis and reporting are possible.

Chapter 5 Issues and Recommendations --This chapter presents a series of recom-
mendations for resolving technical and implementation issues facing
the Montana SOICC in its OIS design deliberations. It also iden-
tifies suggested roles for the Montana SOICC in the following three
areas

:

Clearinghouse
Improving Data
Producing Supply/Demand Reports





CH.^PTER 1--0IS RELATED REPORTS

This report is one of four reports that are being prepared for the Montana
State Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (SOICC) by Program Resources,
Inc. (PRI) of Rockville, Maryland. The other three reports describe occupational
information needs, resources, and clusters for supply/demand analysis. This
report describes the components of an occupational information system [OIS] and

provides the Montana SOICC with several OIS design alternatives. These alternatives
are analyzed in terms of the data coverage, cost and implementation problems, and
agency roles. The discussion of the OIS implementation is based on the results of
three previous reports that have been produced as a part of this OIS feasibility
study. The reports that have been developed in the course of this study are
described belov/:

Montana Occupational Information Sources: Publications, Programs,

and Reporting Systems --This document is an inventory of 50
major occupational information sources in Montana. Each source is

presented using the following major topics:

Description
Uses
Time Period Coverage
Geographic Coverage
Occupational Coverage
Frequency of Publication
Avail ability/ Co St
Publishing Agency Contact

The publications and programs described in the inventory were pre-
pared by a variety of State and federal agencies. The descriptions
of the State publications were reviewed by responsible personnel to

ensure accuracy. An agency index and a subject index are included
for convenient information accessing.

Montana Occupational Information Needs Survey--The survey was

designed to document the occupational information needs and

preferences of Montana education and training personnel. The
survey instrument was distributed to 100 representative personnel

in September of 1980. A total of 92 completed surveys were
returned and analyzed in the survey report. The survey instrument
contained the following major sections;

Respondent Information--Data on the employer, agency, and
position of the respondent was collected. Individual names

were not collected.

Data Importance, Availability and Use--Respondents were given
a list of 26 occupational information topics, grouped in four-
major areas, and were asked to rate each of them on a four-

point scale in terms of iinportance, avj.ilability, and use.





Data Application and Training Needs --Respondents were asked to
identify the areas in which they used occupational information
(data application) and to rate their need for training in four
major areas.

Comments - -An "open-ended" section was provided for comments on
the survey. and user information needs.

The Needs Survey report describes the survey development, survey data
analysis and findings and presents all the comments provided by
respondents.

A special analysis was made of the most highly-rated topics and the
coverage of publications in the Montana Occupational Information
Sources . It was found that at least four sources existed that
addressed, in some form, the highly-rated topics. This suggests that
personnel interested in occupational information should receive more
communication and training on the coverage of existing materials.
The conclusions and limitations of the Needs Survey are presented
in the appendix of this report.

Montana Occupational and Education/Training Clusters --This activity

will produce a number of clusters (approximately 40-60) that relate

the classifications systems used by the major data sources of occu-

pational supply and demand in Montanao The coverage of each cluster
will define the units of supply/demand analysis to be used in the

proposed OIS. The clusters are designed to include the major voca-

tional education, vocational rehabilitation, CETA, and emplo>Tnent

service, education and training programs.

The process being used to develop these clusters includes the following

steps

:

Develop preliminary clusters --These were developed based on the

classification systems used by Montana supply and demand sources

and the relationship between these classifications suggested by

national crosswalks (e.g., NOICC's Vocational Preparation and

Occupations) , A total of 58 different clusters were presented.

(See the Appendix of this report for the preliminary titles of

these clusters.)

Conduct crosswalk workshop--The preliminary clusters were reviewed

at a two-day workshop attended by more than 4 Montana agency

personnel. These personnel critically reviewed the clusters

based on their knowledge of curricula, job placement outcomes of

programs, and occupational entry requirements. This review

resulted in the revision of the coverage and number of clusters.

Prepare final review of clusters --This activity, to be conducted

in February 1981, will allow workshop participants to review the

clusters identified in the workshops. (Samples of the cluster

format are presented in the Appendix.)





Prepare final cluster report—Based on the final review, a
report will be prepared which will contain:

The final clusters

A listing of the classification systems used by major
Montana agencies producing occupational supply and demand
information and the clusters they have been assigned

A description of the process that was used to develop
these clusters

The cluster project is important for occupational supply/demand
analysis. Its use is described in Chapter 3--0ccupational Components
for a Montana OIS, The final cluster report will be submitted to
the Montana SOICC in March, 1981 <,

-3-





CHAPTER 2- -DATA COMPONENTS OF A MONTANA OIS

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the data components of an OIS.
As an introduction, a brief description of an OIS is provided. The National
Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) has provided the following
definition of an occupational information system (OIS)

:

"An information system may be thought of as an organization or
network for the collection and/or distribution of information.
For NOICC/SOICC purposes, the information being collected and
distributed is related to occupations. An occupational infor-
mation system should be conceived in generic terms--that is,

there are many similar yet distinct methods of structuring the
organization or network that will satisfy the systematic func-
tions of collecting and/or distributing occupational information.
Regardless of the OIS operational environment that is established,
the basic purpose of every State's (Occupational Information)
system will be the same. That purpose, simply stated, is to
provide users the occupationally related information necessary
for decisionmaking."^

In considering the development of an OIS, it is ne.cessary to recognize two
major user groups that the system should serve:

Vocational education and emplo>'ment and training program planners
and administrators

Students and clients in the career exploration and decision-
making process and the counselors and placement personnel assist-
ing then

To meet the needs of these user groups an OIS should contain several types
of information on a number of occupations. NOICC has identified four major
components or types of information that should be in an OIS. Tliese include:

Occupational Demand information
Occupational Supply information
Occupational Characteristcs information
Complementary Information

Exhibit 2-1 presents a NOICC chart that displays these components and a number
of possible sub-components. This chapter describes the four data components for
a Montana OIS. The discussion of sub-components is limited to those for which
information is available in Montana. The description of each component address
the following topics:

^NOICC, A Framework for Developing an Occupational Information System, 1978.





EXHIBIT 2.1

OIS INFORMATION BASE AND THE TWO
MAJOR USES OF OCCUR!\TIONAL INFORMATION

OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION BASE

70 SUPPORT THE
PLANNING PROCESS
FOR EDUCATION AND
TRAINING PROGRAMS

Q
PLANNERS AND
ADMINISTRATORS

INTRODUCTION

OCCUPATIONAL DEMAND
2.1 CURRENT OCCUPATIONAL DEMAND

2.1.1 CURRENT OCCUPATIONAL fMPLOYMENT
2 1.2 JOB VACANCIES

2.2 PROJECTED OCCUPATIONAL DEMAND
2.2 I PROJECTED OCCUPATIONAL DEMAND-LONG TERM
2.2 2 PROJECTED OCCUPATIONAL DEMAND- SHORT TERM

2 3 OCCUPATIONAL TRANSFERS AND GEOGRAPHIC MIGRATION
2 3.1 OCCUPATIONAL TRANSFERS
2.3.2 GEOGRAPHIC MIGRATION

OCCUPATIONAL SUPPLY
3 1 CURRENT OCCUPATIONAL SUPPLY

3 11 CURRENT OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
3 1.2 CURRENT UNEMPLOYMENT BY OCCUPATION

3 2 ENTRANTS TO OCCUPATIONAL SUPPLY FFIOM EDUCATION/TRAINING
PROGRAMS
3.2 1 ENROLLEES. COMPLETERS. AND LEAVERS
3.2 2 FOLLOW-UP SURVEYS AND STUDIES

3.3 OTHER SOURCES OF ENTRANTS TO OCCUPATIONAL Sl^PPLY

3.3 1 AGENCY REGISTRANTS
3.3.2 NEW ENTRANTS AND REENTRANTS TO CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE

3 4 OCCUPATIONAL TRANSFERS. GEOGRAPHIC MIGRATHiN AND
LABOR FORCE SEPARATIONS
3.4 1 OCCUPATIONAL TRANSFERS
3 1.2 GEOGRAPHIC MIGRATION
3 4 3 LABOR FORCE SEPARATIONS

OCCUPATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
4 1 NATLlRE OF THE OCCUPATION

4 11 TITLES. DEFINITIONS. AND DUTIES
4.1.2 MACHINES. TOOLS. EQUIPMENT. AND WORK AIDS (MTEWA)
4.1.3 MATERIALS USED. PRODUCTS MADE. SUBJECT MATTER

DEALT WITH. OR SERVICES RENDERED (MPSMS)
4 1 4 RELATED OCCUPATIONS AND CLUSTERS

4 2 WORKING CONDITIONS
4.2 1 ORGANIZATIONAL ENVIRON.MENT
4.2.2 PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
4.2.3 SCHEDULE AND HOURS

4.3 PERSONAL REQUIREMENTS
4.3.1 INTERESTS

4.3.2 TEMPERAMENTS
4 3 3 APTITUDES AND ABILITIES

4 3 4 PHYSICAL DEMANDS AND CAPABILITIES
4 4 EDUCATION AND TRAINING REOL'IREMF NT

S

4 5 LICENSING. (.1 KTIUCATION. AND REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
4 6 METHODS OF EXPLORATION. ENTRY. AND ADVANCEMENT

4 h I METHODS OF EXPLORATION AND GAINING fXPERIENCE
4 6 2 METHODS OF ENTRY
4 6 3 METHODS OF ADVANCEMENT

4.7 EARNINGS AND FRINGE BENEFITS
4 7 I FACTORS AFFECTING EARNINGS
4.7.2 NATIONAL. STATE. AND LOCAL EARNINGS
4 7 3 FRINGE BENEFITS
4 7 4 SUPPLEMENTAL INCOME

4 8 EMPLOYMENT PROFILE
4 g 1 OCCUPATIONAL DEMOGRAPHICS
4 8.2 JOB STABILITY
4 83 TURNOVER NEW HIRES
4 8 4 INDUSTRIAL CONCENTRATION
4 8 5 DECREE OF UNIONIZATION

4 "> INFORMATION SOURCES
4 9 1 PRIMARY SOURCES
4.9 2 SECONDARY SOURCES
4 93 HIHIKX.RAPHICAI SOURCES

COMPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
5.1 EDUCATION AND TRAINING AUXILIARY INFORMATION

5 1.1 EDUCATION AND TRAINING INSTITUTIONS
S-I.2 EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAMS
5 I 3 FINANCIAL ASSISTANCI PROGRAMS

5.2 DEMOGRAPHICS AND ECONOMIC CONDmONS
5 2 I DE MOGRAPHICS
J. 2 2 LABOR FORCE EMPLOYMENT AND I'NEMPIOVMENT TRENDS
i.2.3 LABOR TURNOVER AND COMMUTING PATTERNS

5 3 OTHER STATE-IDENTIFIED INFORMATION

AL'XILARV INFORMATION NECESSARY TO SUPPORT
SUPPLY DEMAND ANALYSIS (SEE VOLUME ll

OCruPATTONAl

V
TO SUPPORT THE
CAREER PLANNING.
GUIDANCE . AND
JOB SEARCH NEEDS
OF VARIOL'S TARGET
POPL LATIONS

Q
DIRECT PARTICIPANTS
IN THE LABOR
MARKET

LABOR MARKET
INTERMEDIARIES

SOURCE: NOICC-- Occupational Information System Handbook, 19S1





Conceptual introduction
Purpose of the data component
Sources of information for this component in Montana
Availability and limitations of information in Montana

Issues in the development of the data component

The following table indicates the pages and exhibits included in the discussion
of each of the OlS data components.

Table 1: OIS Data Components

Data Component

Occupational Demand

Following
Page

-6-

Exhibits

Exhibit 2-2--Sources of Occupational Demand
Information in Montana

-6- Exhibit 2-5--Availability and Limitations
of Occupational Demand Infor-
mation in Montana

-6- Exhibit 2-4--0ES-Survey-Based Matrix vs.

OES Census-Based Matrix

Occupational Supply 10- . Exhibit 2-3--Sources of Occupational Supply
Information in Montana

Occupational
Characteristics

Complementary Information

•10- Exhibit 2-6 --Availability and Limitations
of Occupational Supply Infor-
mation in Montana

10- Exhibit 2-~ --Duplicate Counts in Supply Data

10- Exhibit 2-S --Occupational Mobility, Geo-
graphic Migration, and Turn-
over by Occupation

11- Exhibit 2-9 --Sources of Occupational
Characteristics Information

11- Exhibit 2-1 --Development of a Career Infor-
mation Delivery System

None
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(1) Occupational Demand Component

Conceptual Introduction: This component contains information on the

current employment and anticipated job openings in specific occupa-

tions, within a specific geographic area, over a given period of

time. Job opportunities may be affected by several factors,
including:

Expansion or reduction in the economy over time

Replacement of workers leaving the labor force over time
because of death, retirement, or other reasons

Transfers of persons to different occupations

Lateral movements of persons within occupations

Migration by individuals from the specific geographic area
being analyzed

Technological changes

Plant openings and closing

Purpose of the Component in the Montana OIS : The purpose of the occupa-

tional demand component in the Montana OIS is to provide estimates by

occupation for:

(1) Current employment

(2) Current vacancies

(3) Projected job openings

Tnese items are among those rated as being most important by the respon-
dents to the Montana Occupational Information Needs Survey.

Sources of Information for this Component in Montana : Exhibit 2-2

depicts the sources of occupational demand information in Montana.

The major sources of existing occupational demand information in

Montana are provided through the Emplo>Tnent Securit)' Division of the

Department of Labor and Industry.

Availability and Limitations of Information in the Montana OIS : Exhibit

2-5 depicts the same sources of information reflected in Exhibit 2-2, but

also discusses the uses and limitations of the demand information in an

OIS. Also presented in this table are comments on the availability of

information from each data source or system that contains information

that will be used in the OIS.

-6-
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Issues in the Development of this Data Component : There are several

basic issues in the development of the demand component of the OIS

that must be addressed in the design process. These include:

OES Survey-based matrix vs. the Census-based matrix

Selection of the geographic areas for which occupational demand
information, both current and projected, will be developed

Resolution of the cross-coding problems introduced by the

uncertainty of the specific occupational demand information
that will be used in the OIS

The first issue, OES Survey-based matrix vs. the Census-based matrix,

is discussed in detail in Exhibit 2-4. The recommendation in the exhibit

calls for the use of the Census-based matrix initially, due to the

current availability of data from this system. UTien data are available

from the OES Survey-based matrix, that program should be used. The OES

program is recommended because it is based on job counts submitted by

employers rather than the less reliable "person-based" self report of

the Census system. It also contains more occupational titles. If the

OES program is adopted for the occupational demand component, the SOICC

and the Research and Analysis Section will have to identify methods to in-

clude sub-State occupational projections and agricultural employment to

ensure the usefulness of the data. See Chapter 5 for more discussion
of agency roles in improving data.

The decision with respect to this issue affects tlie resolution of the

remaining two issues. The Census-based matrix process currently has the

capability to provide information for the entire State and the two SMSA's

in the State. The Survey-based matrix process, however, can only pro-

vide information for the State as a whole, not for any sub-State areas.

The Census-based matrix is limited in detail, having only 377 occupation-
al categories, compared to the increased detail of approximately 1,500
occupational categories in the Survey matrix. Selection of the Census-
based matrix would permit generation of State and sub-State occupational
demand information, but would constrain the supply/demand analysis be-

cause of the limited occupational detail. In contrast, selection of the
Survey-based matrix would limit the geographic detail possible, but

would permit a more flexible supply/demand analysis because of the in-

creased detail in occupational categories.





EXHIBIT 2-4
OES SURVEY -BASED
MATRIX VS

CENSUS -BASED MATRIX

Discussion:

Two data sources exist that could be used for the proiected occupational demand
component ih Montana's OIS. Both the OES Survey- based Matrix and the Census-
based Matrix are produced by the Eraployinent Security Division in cooperation
with the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The implementation of an OIS in Montana
will require a decision on which data source to use for this component. Shown
below is a summary of several key features of each system.

I. Technical Features

1970 CENSUS-BASED SYSTEM

A. Industries Included

All industries

B. Industry Classification

1967 SIC system for all indus-
tries with modifications
(Census)

Classes of Workers

Private wage and salary
Public wage and salary

Federal government
State government
Local government

Self-employed
Unpaid family

OES SURVEY- BASED SYSTEM

A. Industries Included

All industries except:

Agriculture services
. -Agriculture, forestry, fishinj
. Private households

B. Industry Classification

Presently, 1967 SIC system in
some industries and 1972 for
other industries. (1972 SIC
system for all industries in
the future)

C. Classes of Workers

Private wage and salary
Public wage and salary

Federal government
State government
Local government

D. Enumeration Concept

"Persons" count
16 years of age or older

D. Enumeration Concept

. "Jobs" count
No age restrictions





EXHIBIT 2-4(2)

I^- Data Availble in Montana

1970 CENSUS-BASED SYSTEM

A. Number of Occupations

Up to 577

B. Geographic Coverage

State of Montana
. Billings SMSA
. Great Falls SMSA

C. Relationship to Cluster Project

Included as one of the primary
classification systems

PES SURVEY -BASED SYSTEM

A. Number of Occupations

Up to 1500

B. Geographic Coverage

State of Montana
(not presently available)

C. Relationship to Cluster Project

Not presently included

Recommendation

:

The National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) has

identified the OES program as the principal source of current and projected

occupational employment data at the local, State and national level. This

is due to the occupational detail available and technical aspects of the

data collection. Montana data from the OES program are not yet available.

Based on these considerations and the above discussion, the following recom-

mendations are made:

For immediate OIS planning and development, it is recommended that
the Census-based matrix system be used as the source of projected
occupational employment data. This would allow for detailed geo-

graphic analysis using existing data that can be directly related
to the cluster project.

For future OIS planning and development, it is recommended that

the OES Survey-based system be substituted for the Census-based
data when OES data becomes available. This would result in the

use of a technically superior data base as identified by NOICC

and recognized by labor market analysts in the field.





(2] Occupational Supply Component

Conceptual Introduction : This component contains information on the
number of individuals who are working, seeking work or may be seeking
work in specific occupations within a specific geographic area, over a
given period of time. The current supply of workers for an occupation
equals the number of individuals who are qualified for and seeking work
in that occupation. The projected supply of workers in an occupation
is equal to the current occupational supply plus new entrants to the
labor force who seek and/or obtain work in the occupation, less the labor
force separations from that occupation. The important conceptual aspects
of occupational supply relate to the flow of workers into and out of
various occupations. Potential new workers who might enter an occupation
include:

Completers and leavers from training/ education institutions
and programs

Unemployed individuals who are available for and seeking work
in an occupation

In-migrants to a labor market

Individuals transferring from the same or other occupations

New entrants and reentrants to the labor force

Workers cease to be employed in various occupations for several reasons
including:

Retirement or death
Transfers to different occupations
Out -migration from a labor market
Personal [family or health) reasons

The occupational supply component of the OlS should focus principally
on the number of individuals who are available for, qualified for, and
seeking employment in specific occupational fields.

Purpose of the Component in the Montana OIS : The purpose of the occu-
pational supply component in the Montana OIS is to estimate the number
of individuals who will be available to work in various occupations at
specific points in time. More specifically, the occupational suppl)-
component must focus on the number of available workers who have skills
in specific occupations. To estimate the available supply of workers
for occupations for given time periods, information will be necessary
regarding current emplovinent, current availables, and potential availables
by occupa::ional field. The aspect of supply that is most important is
not the element which measures the currently employed, but the element
that measures the number of qualified individuals who are available for
employment.

-8-





Sources of Information for this Component in Montana : Exhibit 2-5

depicts the sources of occupational supply information in Montana.

The Montana sources presented measure available supply from training
programs and those currently unemployed. It is important to note the

lack of consistency across data sources and programs with respect to

the classification structures used for coding enrollments, completions,

and placements. This lack of consistency across sources of occupational

supply must be resolved through a clustering process that groups similar

education/training programs and occupational fields together for the

purpose of analyzing occupational supply information. Tliis clustering
process is described in more detail in the supply/demand analysis

component described in Chapter 5. The occupational supply component

of the OIS will contain enrollment, completion, and placement infor-

mation from a variety of data sources.

Availability and Limitations of Information in the Montana OIS : Exhibit
2-6 depicts the same sources of information reflected in Exhibit 2-5

but also discusses the uses and limitations of the occupational supply
information in an OIS. Also presented in this table are comments on
the availability of information from each data source or system that
contains information that will be used in the OIS.

Issues in the Development of this Data Component : There are several
major issues in the development of the supply component of the OIS that
must be addressed in the design process. Some of these issues are more
critical than others and will be presented and discussed in depth in a

series of exhibits. The remaining issues will be briefly discussed as

to their implications for the development of an OIS. The following table
summarizes these issues.

Table 2: Issues in the Development of the Montana OIS
Supply Component

Description of Issues Discussion and Resolution of Issue

Duplication of Counts in Sources
of Occupational Supply Information

See Exhibit 2-',

Occupational Mobility, Geographic
Migration, and Turnover by

Occupation

See Exhibit 2-8

Gaps in Supply Data Occupational supply information,
summarizing enrollments and/or com-

pletions by instructional program
area or occupational field, are not
currently available for several
potential sources that might contri-
bute to the supply of workers for an
occupation. Data on training pro-
grams operated by Tribes in ": iitana

are not included in the soiir.cs

described

.





Description of Issue Discussion and Resolution of Issue

Gaps in Supply Data Training conducted in certain public programs
(continued) such as the Work Incentive Program, Sheltered

Workshops, and the Department of Corrections
may be reported in other data collection systems
like VEDS, HEGIS, or KCES Postsecondary School
Survey. To the extent that their training is

- not reported in these other systems, these public
programs are not represented in supply data.
Another significant gap in supply data is the
training conducted by employers' in-house train-
ing programs. There is no available data
source on this t>'pe of training. New entrants

and reentrants to the labor force are another
significant gap in the supply data. They are

represented only indirectly by Employment Ser-

vice job applicants.

The above sources should be analyzed each year
to determine if information has become available
that can be used in an OIS. As a new source of
supply information becomes available, the source
will have to be integrated into the supply com-
ponent of the OIS.

Projections of Supply Projections of occupational supply by detailed
Information instructional program field or occupation field

of training/education are, at best, very tenuous.
Such projections, because of the assumptions on
which they would have to be based, would be sub-
ject to questions and limited usefulness.
Another problem in the development of supply
projections is that the reporting systems/
programs being utilized for the supply component
of the OIS utilize different classification tax-
onomies making integration of supply pro-
jections difficult. In short, the issue of
supply projections should be deferred until
sufficient historical data are available on

which to base s'uch projections. See the dis-
cussion in Chapter 5 on the role of SOICC and
SOICC agencies in improving data sources.

•10-
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EXHIBIT 2-7
Duplicate counts in

supply data

Discussion: Exhibit 2-6 describes ten different sources of occupational
supply data in Montana. Each of these sources collect admin-
istrative data that can be used as possible measures of supply
Problems cf duplication occur wher. the same individual is
counted more than once. This ma)- occur in the following
situations:

Duplication within a sources --e
.
g . , class-based

secondary 11:05 data may count the same student
in two different programs if that student took
courses from different programs during the same
term or year.

Duplication between sources --e .g. , an unemployed
person may be a CETA client and an ESARS job appli-
cant

Recommendations: . The responsibility for avoxding duplication with-
in a data source should be with the producing
agency. See Chapter 5 for further discussion of
agency roles.

Procedures should be developed to minimize or
eliminate duplication in the supply counts between
data sources prior to using the data in an OIS.
This is an area of data improvement discussed in
Chapter 5,

Note: The client tracking features of the Employment
and Training Division's CETA MIS and related
"super-file" may provide a structure for
matching records across reporting systems.
Discussions have been held among Montana SOICC
agencies concerning this feature. If vocation-
al education and vocational rehabilitation
data can be related to this record-matching
process, duplicate counts can be identified
across svstems.





EXHIBIT 2-8

OCCUPATIONAL MOBILITY,
GEOGR.APHIC MIGRATION, AND

TURNO\nER BY OCCUPATION

Discussion: Data on occupational mobility, geographic migration, and turn-
over by occupation are conceptually important for an OIS. These
factors may have a significant impact on occupational supply
and demand. The problem in incorporating these factors in an
OIS is the lack of available data. There are no ongoing sys-
tems in Montana or in any other State that provide adequate data
on these issues. One time studies are possible, but are expen-
sive and quickly outdated. An indication of the volume of labor
turnover may be obtainable from data to be available through
the Employment Security Division's proposed Employer Information
System. However, data on specific occupations would not be
re 1 i ab 1 e

.

Recommendations: Given the lack of reliable data in this area, several recommen-
dations follow.

Examine and synthesize available sources of information
such as the BLS survey program, --that measure turnover by
industry (but not by occupation)

.

Monitor developments in other States.

Incorporate expert opinion on the impact of these factors
into analysis of occupational supply/demand.

The Montana SOICC staff and the Employment Security Division's
Research and Analysis Section should monitor development in this
this area.





(3) Occupational Characteristics Corriponer.t

Conceptual Introduction : This coniponent of an OIS contains information
about the worker and the work performed in an occupation. This informa-
tion can be organized into the following major sections:

Definition and Duties
Working Conditions
Personal Requirements
Training and Legal Requirements
Methods of Entry and Advancement
Earnings
Occupational Employiiient and Outlook
Sources for More Information

Purpose of the Component in the Montana OIS : Occupational characteristics
information is important to the two major user groups of an OIS: program
administrators and planners, and individuals in the process of career
exploration and decision making. These users receive the information in
one of the tol lowing forms:

Occupational Supply/Demand Analy£is --one purpose of an OIS is

to provide supply/demand data for program planners and admini-
strators. Occupational characteristics provide information
that can be used to analyze, interpret, and explain the supply/
demand relationships. This process is described in the occu-
pational supply/demand analysis in Chapter 3.

Career Information Delivery System (CIDS) --Occupational charac-
teristics provide the basis of the occupational descriptions
in CIDS systems. Montana has two CIDS-related systems: Montana
VIEW and Montana Learning Services Career Information System.
See Exhibit 2-10 for a further discussion of CIDS in Montana.

Sources of Information for this Component in Montana : A variety of local
State and Federal sources contain occupational characteristics informa-
tion. Montana Occupational Information Sources

, prepared as part of this
OIS feasibility study, includes SO data sources grouped in the following
four categories:

Montana Agency Publications
Montana Programs
Montana Reporting Systems
Federal Agency P-ublications

Exhibit 2-9 presents a summary of which data sources contain information
on each characteristics.

Availability and Limitations of Information : The Montana Occupational
Information Sources describes each source presented in Exhibit 2-9

Issues in the Development of this Data Component : The major issue in this
area is the organization and delivery of characteristics information in

a CIDS program. See Exhibit 2-10 for a discussion.

-11-
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E>HIBIT 2-10
CAREER INFORMATION DELIVERY SYSTEM

(CIDS) DEVELOPNENT

Discussion

:

Career Information Delivery Systems (CIDS) are systems designed to deliver
descriptive information about occupations to individuals in the process of career
exploration and decision making. Montana has two such systems.

Montana Vital Information on Education and Work (VIEW ) --This
program is operated by the Office of Public Instruction and
delivers 350 occupational descriptions on microfilm and printed
versions. The Montana SOICC has assisted in the distribution
of these materials. Both versions are available, at no cost, to
all public high schools.

Career Information System (CIS) --The Montana Learning Services of
the Commissioner of Higher Education operates the CIS program in
Montana. This program contains description of occupations, educa-
tional programs and schools. The information can be accessed by
occupation or program title as well as through a self-assessment
process that presents occupational titles consistent with personal
preferences. The CIS system is currently being piloted at selected
sites. The Montana SOICC has recently applied for federal funds
to expand the CIS State-wide and to users in different agencies.

Recommendations

:

Montana VIEW and CIS programs are important delivery/dissemination vehicles for
occupational information in the State. As such, it is important that these systems
contain the best available information. It is also important that users receive
consistent information from these two programs and that this information be consistent
with the OIS information base. Based on these requirements, the following CIDS
recommendations are made. The recommended agency roles in this area are presented
in Chapter S

.

The information development process for the Montana VIEW and CIS
programs should be linked and, over time, combined to ensure that
Montana users receive consistent information regardless of which
delivery system they access.

The occupational characteristics component of the OIS information
base should be developed in conjunction with the structure and
sources in the CIS and Montana VIEW programs.





(4) Complementary Information Component

Conceptual Introduction : The complementary information component contains
. information that is not occupation-specific but that is necessary to

support the use and analysis of occupation-specific information. There
are three general categories of complementary information available to

the State of Montana:

Education and Training Auxiliary Information which includes descrip-
tions of how nonoccupational information about education and training
institutions and programs can be used for planning career guidance
and job search information. This information is closely associated
with Career Information Delivery Systems (CIDS) which reinforces the
need for a close interface between the OIS and CIDS.

Demographic and Economic Conditions provide the setting for realizing
a complete analysis of occupational supply and demand. As with other
special areas of study, occupational information is best understood
within the full context of the trends of the labor force, employment,
unemplovTTient, and within the general demographic composition of the

population. (The Appendix contains a sample of this information--
1980 Census data for Montana.)

Other State-Identified Information--A variety of information sources
aside from those covered in the above two categories, may prove
valuable in the analysis of occupational informationc This category
allows for including unique Montana resources.

Purpose of the Component in the Montana OIS : Complementary informa-
tion provides information that is necessary to support the use and

analysis of the occupational-specific information. Education and

Training Auxiliary information may assist CETA and vocational educa-

tion planners to determine where and how a particular program is

offered and funded. Demographic and Economic Conditions information
may influence education planners to adjust training programs that

train for occupations that are particularly sensitive to changes in

demographic or economic conditions. Other sources of nonoccupational
information may be important in the analysis and use of information
about certain occupations.

Sources of Information for This Component in Montana : Generally, the

sources of complementary information in Montana are in the form of

publications or routine reports from various State or local agencies

or private organizations. Examples of agencies/organizations that

publish this information include:

Department of Community Affairs
Department of Health and Environmental Sciences

Employment Security Division

-12-





Office of Commerce and Small Business Development
Montana Health Systems Agency, Inc.
Montana Learning Services
Montana Vital Information on Education and Work
Private Industry Council of Montana, Inc.
National Center for Career Education
The Old West Commission

Refer to the Montana Occupation Information Sources , an inventory
of occupational publications, programs, and reporting systems, for
additional sources of information.

Availability and Limitations of Information in the Montana OIS :

Complementary information is available from the source agencies
and the State library system. The Montana Occupational Informa -

tion Sources describes the limitations of major sources.

Issues in the Development of this Data Component : The only issue
in the development of the complementary information component
of the OIS is the process through which the various publications
will be organized and/or disseminated to the users of the OIS.
As certain sources of complementary information prove useful in
completing the understanding of certain occupational supply/
demand situations, a process for including such information is
an OIS should be developed. The recommended agency roles in this
area are presented in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3--0PER.\TI0NAL COMPONENTS
OF A MONT.ANA 01

S

The previous chapter described four data components for an OIS and the Montana
information sources available for each component. The purpose of this chapter is
to describe how the data sources can be related and analyzed to provide useable
occupational information in Montana. The purpose is met by describing two opera-
tional components for an OIS. They include:

. Occupational Supply/Demand Interface Component - -This involves relating
information from the occupational demand and occupational supply
data components and producing data that represent comparable classi-
fication systems, geographic areas, and time periods.

Occupational Supply/Demand Analysis Component --This involves the
interpretation, analysis, and explanation of the data produced in
the interface component using occupational characteristics and
complementary information as well as the supply and demand data.

Exhibit 3-1 shows which data components are used in the two operating
components described in this chapter,

(1) Supply/Demand Interface Component

Conceptual Introduction : The development of occupational supply/demand
information involves bringing together a number of different sources of
information to represent data from occupational supply/demand
relationships. To the extent that these information sources can be
related, the interface must be based upon a consistent rationale for
four basic issue areas. These issue areas are Geographic, Classification,
Time Period, and Measurement

«

Geographic Interface --The various sources of occupational supply and

demand information have different geographic coverage. As an example,

supply information is generally provided by individual reporting

institutions which must be summed to reach a state-wide aggregation,

whereas emplo>Tnent data is provided by SMSA or state-wide area. The

supply/demand data must be organized so that similar areas are covered.

Classification Interface—The sources of occupational information use
different classification systems to describe the occupations and

training programs. The crosswalk between these classification systems

is being developed as a part of the cluster project described in

.Chapter 1. The rationale for relating the supply and demand information

organized by the various classification systems in Montana has been

focused through the unit of analysis called a "cluster." The final

cluster report will provide the basis for the classification interface.

-14-





Time Period Interface --The various sources of information do not
have uniform time period coverages. The sources may cover different
periods of the year, e.g., school year, fiscal year, etc., or may
have different time publication frequency-- weekly, monthly, quarterly
annually, biennually, etc„ Time period interface must be addressed

'

to ensure supply/demand data comparability.

Measurement Interface--The varied data sources will have both obvious
and subtle differences in how they measure occupational supply and
demand. In training programs, enrollment, completion, and placement
data represent alternative measures of supply. For an OIS, the simi-
lar measures from each source used must be established.

Purpose of the Component in the Montana OIS : This component provides
the logic for the supply/demand relationship in the OIS. This component
provides the structure and procedures for organizing and processing the
supply and demand data. In an automated environment, this component is
manifested in the form of computer programs that receive, store, process,
and produce occupational supply/demand reports.

Chapter 4 describes three OIS design alternatives and how this component
would be addressed in each alternative.

(2) Supply/Demand Analysis Component

Conceptual Introduction : The analysis of supply/demand information is
potentially the most difficult and extensive component of the OIS. This
component will analyze occupational supply and demand information from
several points of view.

Quantitative Analysis of the Supply/Demand Interface --Various
ranking or comparisons between occupational clusters, occupations,
and/or training programs may prove useful in analyzing the relative
importance or relevance of particular occupational information

Technical Parameters of Supply/Demand Interface --The supply/demand
interface will include or exclude certain data due to a variety
of processing, interface and other issues. These technical para-
meters need to be provided to present the full supply/demand picture.

Qualitative Analysis of Supply/Demand Information--The qualitative
analysis of the supply/demand interface, and the results of techni-
cal and quantitative analysis, combined with various occupational
characteristic and complementary information will serve to determine
the reasons for supply/demand situations. The qualitative analysis
will offer perspectives on contradictory supply/demand information
and provide the qualifying links between various occupational
information component So

-15-





Analysis Using Other Quantitative Supply/Demand Indicators—Certain

information that cannot be processed directly through the supply/

demand interface may contain quantitative data that could be analyzed

from a quantitative perspective. Such quantitative analysis may

include supplemental supply/demand data or proxies such as analysis

of ESARS occupational data, additional sources of emploN-ment data,

comparisons of SVP and GED from related Dictionary of Occupational

Titles codes/titles.

Purpose of the Component in the Montana OIS : This component of the CIS

has two important functions. First, it provides a means to integrate

characteristic information into the OIS that is not processed through

the supply/demand interface component. Second, the analysis component

provides the capability to analyze, interpret, and explain the supply/

demand relationships. This analysis is a critical feature for ensuring

that the OIS will serve to support the decisionmaking process of voca-

tional education planners, career decisionmakers, and others.

The OIS design alternatives described in Chapter 4 indicate several

possible activities and products of the supply/demand analysis components.
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CHAPTER 4--0IS DESIGN ALTERNATIVES:
PROCEDURES, SCHEDULES, .A.\D COSTS

Chapter 5 presented the two operational components of an OIS:

Occupational Supply/Demand Interface
Occupational Supply/Demand Analysis

These components may be conducted at one of several different levels in Montana,
depending on the computer facilities, financial resources, and preferences
of Montana agencies. This chapter will describe three alternative designs for
Montana's OIS. It should be noted that recommended agency roles associated with
these three design levels are not presented in this chapter, but rather are pre-
sented in Chapter 5. The alternatives are briefly described below:

Level I--Manual Procedures --This process involves extracting
appropriate supply/demand data from Montana sources, interfacing

these data using the Montana clusters, and analyzing and reporting
the results. All these activities would be done manually.

Level II--Automated Procedures --This process is similar to Level I

except the interfacing, analysis, and report preparation is computer-
processed.

Level III--Automated Procedures --This process is similar to
Level II except data entry is automated [to the extent possible)
and additional computer analysis and reporting is possible.

Prior to analyzing each of these alternatives in detail, it is necessary to
consider the major functional steps that are to be completed in the OIS operational
component. These steps involve processing demand data, interfacing the supply
and demand data, and generating reports from the interface. These steps must be
taken regardless of the alternative level selected. The steps are described below:

Demand Data Proces5ing --Long-term emplo>'Tnent projections from the
Emplo>Tnent Security Division will be organized by geographic area
and by Census-based industry-occupation matrix codes in a table
or file.

Supply Data Processing --Enrollments , leavers, and completers data
from a variety of education/training information sources will be
obtained and organized by source, geographic area, training program
discipline code, and level of instruction. These data will be stored
in tabular format in a table or file.

Classification Interface - -The classification interface is obtained
through the development of Montana Occupational/Training Clusters.
The clusters serve as the table or file that defines how, where, and
to what extent the supply and demand data will be interfaced.

-i:





Report Generation- -This is a process for generating supply/demand
interface reports by relating the products of the preceeding three
steps

.

OIS Design Alternatives

The three alternatives presented in this feasibility study are identical in

function (that is, they involve completing the same four steps), only the level or

degree of automation distinguishes them. Each of these alternatives will be

described in detail. Exhibit 4-1 on the following page lists the OIS technical

steps and their relationship to the three design alternatives which follow.

Level I Manual OIS Design- -Exhibit 4-2. This processing diagram
is a graphic presentation of the manual procedures. The Level I

alternative is the most feasible alternative under conditions where
there is only a single geographic coverage area to consider, few

occupational/training clusters (40-60), and annual production of

the supply/demand interface. The manual procedures are transferrable
to automated procedures. Manual procedures may also be adopted to

supplement automated procedures in certain one-of-a-kind requests
for supply/demand interface reports. If incremental development
of automated procedures starting from the Level I alternative is the

chosen design strategy of the Montana SOICC, it" should follow this
sequence: Classification Interface, Demand Data Processing, Supply
Data Processing, Report Generation.

Level II Automated OIS Design- -Exhibit 4-5. This is a graphic
presentation of the Level II Automated Procedures. To the maximum
extent possible, this alternative should be developed using para-
meter or table-driven software and report generation packages such

as the MARK IV File Management System. Such software packages
offer comparatively easy development, implementation, maintenance,
and documentation of information systems for non-technical data

processing users. These packages can also reduce the development
cost of the information system if the user requirements remain

.
• within the parameters of the file management and report generation

features. This alternative is specifically tailored to remain within

the parameters typically found in these software packages. All data

are keypunched for data entry, which may be a large task; however,

this eliminates the cost and inherent complexities of direct inter-

face with other data processing systems. All reports use standard
report generation features.

Level III Automated OIS Design- -Exhibit 4-4. This is a graphic pre-

sentation of the Level III Automated Procedures. This alternative
consists of enhancements to the Level II Automated OIS Design. No

enhancements are offered for the Demand Data Processing and Classi-

fication Interface functions. To the extent tliat is feasible and

cost-effective, certain supply data could be entered with automated
input transactions. The automated entry of such data requires
detailed knowledge of the source data system and a relatively higher

level of data processing expertise than is found in the Level II alter-

native. The adoption of automated input transactions increases the
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potential for using national data source systems such as HEGIS
and the NCES Postsecondary Career School Survey. These contain
information on education/training providers outside the State of
Montana who may educate/train a significant number of Montana
residents. This alternative also allows for the production of
additional reports that may prove useful to certain users. Examples
include Supply/Demand Interface Ranking Reports that may be used in
the Supply/Demand Analysis Component of the OIS, or Supply/Demand
Interface Reports that include out-of-State data. Also possible are
Special Supply Reports derived from the Supply File. Certain
users may desire information on training providers and/or programs
in their local area. If incremental development of Level III Auto-
mated OIS Design from Level II is chosen as the development strategy
by the Montana SOICC, it should follow this sequence: Special Supply
Reports, Ranking Reports (if they are within the processing parameters
of the report generation package), and automated input transactions
for selected source data systems.

OIS Design tVork Schedules

The work necessary to develop and implement each succeeding OIS alternative
design level becomes increasingly complex. Exhibits 4-S, 4-6, and 4-7, present
the work that must be performed to develop and implement each of the three design
alternatives. In addition, time schedule estimates are presented for each work
element. A common twelve-month development cycle was used to facilitate comparisons.

'It should be. noted, however, that at Level I a twelve-month development time
might be considered generous, whereas, at Level III twelve months may be minimal.

OIS Design Cost Estimates

Exhibit 4-8 presents a Cost Estimate Summary for the one-time development and
annual operating costs of the three alternative design levels. Exhibit 4-9
desribes the one-time development costs at detailed levels for Procedures Devecpment
and ADP"Machine Time and Services. Exhibit 4-10 provides a detailed description of

the personnel resources (staffing) and ADP Machine Time and Services necessary to
operate each of the three OIS alternative design levels. In both these exhibits,
the computer costs do not reflect the cost of the submitting agency to format the
data for OIS entry and processing. These are conservative cost estimates and should
be used for comparison among the three levels. Actual costs will differ depending
upon funding, implementation, and staffing decisions. The documentation of the
cost and salary data is presented in the Appendix to this report.
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EXHIBIT 4-1

TECHMCAL STEPS IK 01 S OPERATION

CIS Design
Alternative Levels

II III

Demand Data Processing
Manual Data File (Table) . X

.Automated Data File X X
Keypunch Data Entry X X
Automated Demand File Detail Report X X
Automated Error Report X X

Supply Data Processing
Manual Data File (Table) X
Automated Data File X X
Keypunch Data Entry X X
Automated Data Entry of Some Data Sources X
Automated Supply File Detail Report _ X X
Special Supply Reports (TBD) X
Automated Error Report X X

Classification Interface
Manual Cluster Tables X

Automated Cluster File X X
Keypunch Data Entry X X
Automated Cluster Report X X
Automated Discipline Report X X
Automated Error Report X X

Report Generation
State-\jide Reports XXX

• ' Sub-state Reports X X
Automated Error Reports X X

Automated Ranking Reports ' X
Multi-State Reports * X
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SCHEDULE LEVEL I MANUAL PROCEDURES

EXHIBIT 4-5

MONTHS

WORK





SCHEDULE LEVEL II AUTOMATED PROCEDURES

EXHIBIT 4-6

Work

1- Preliminary System Design

2. Program Automated Cluster
File & Reports

3. KeN-punch 5 Enter Cluster
Data

4. Program Automated Demand
File and Reports

5. Keypunch & Enter Demand
Data into File

6. Program Automated Supply
File and Reports

7. Keypunch 5 Enter Supply
Data into File

8. Program Automated Supply/
Demand Interface Reports

9. Test System

10, Print Final Supply/Demand
Interface Reports

11 o System Documentation

Months

5 6 7 9 10 11 12

D A

n A

a n a n A

A

D D

A

Note: D Preliminary Product

^ Final Product





SCHEDULE LEVEL III AUTOMATED PROCEDURES

EXHIBIT 4-7

WORK





EXHIBIT 4-8

COST ESTIMATE SUMMARY

OIS DESIGN ALTERNATIVES





EXHIBIT 4-9

DETAILED ONE-TIME OIS DEVELOPMENT
COST ESTIMATES *

OIS DESIGN ALTERNATIVES





EXHIBIT 4-10

DETAILED A^^'UAL OIS OPERATING
COST ESTIMATES *

OIS DESIGN ALTERNATIVES





CHAPTER 5— ISSUES .WD R£CO^^ENDATIONS

This chapter describes the major OIS implementation issues facing the Montana

SOICC and provides recommendations on how the most significant of these issues can

and should be resolved. The recommendations in this chapter are based on the data

sources and OIS design options described in Chapters 1-4. The recommendations are

the result of Program Resources, Inc. staff analysis and do not represent Montana

SOICC policy. The recommendations are presented in two parts: those dealing with

technical issues and those dealing with implementation issues. These issue areas

are briefly defined below and detailed on the following pages.

Technical Issues --Those dealing with the data sources and the

relationship between the four OIS data components and two OIS

operational components (See Exhibit 3-1) „ The discussion of

the data components includes related agency roles and responsi-
bilities.

Implementation Issues—Those dealing with an overall OIS design

and appropriate agency roles to support this design.

The chapter concludes with recommendations for operating roles for the
Montana SOICC.

».

Technical Issues

The discussion of technical recommendations is organized by OIS component in

the order each was presented and described in Chapters 2 and 3. The first four

components listed below are the data components described in Chapter 2. For each

component, recommendations and agency roles are presented under two headings:

"immediate implementation" and "future data developments". The fifth and sixth

components below are the operating components described in Chapter 3,

[1] Occupational Demand Component --The issue in demand is which data
source should represent this component.

Immediate Implementation

It is recommended that the Census-based matrix system be used
as a source of current and projected occupational emplo)'ment

data.

Responsible Agency --The Research and Analysis Section of the
Employ-ment Security Division is responsible for producing
current and projected occupational emplo>Tnent data using the
Census-based matrix system.
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Future Data Improvement

For future OIS planning and development, it is recommended
that the OES Survey-based system be substituted for the Census-
based data when OES data become available„

Responsible Agency--The Research and Analysis Section is
responsible for collecting OES Survey data and producing
current and projected occupational employment data from
the survey

„

(2) Occupational Supply Component --The issue in supply is what type of data
-should represent this component.

. Immediate Implementation

It is recommended that data on completers of Montana education
and training programs be used as the information to represent
this component.

Responsible Agencies --The following agencies are responsible
for data collection on education and training programs in
Montana;

Office of the Comnissioner of Higher Education [Higher
Education General Information Survey - HEGIS)

National Center for Education Statistics (Post secondary
Career School Sur\'ey)

Office of Public Instruction [Vocational Education Data
System)

Rehabilitation Services Division [Vocational Rehabilitation
MIS)

.„. Employment and Training Division [CETA MIS)

Montana Apprenticeship Bureau [State and National
Apprenticeship Systems - SNAPS)

Job Corps Regional Office

It is recommended that information on occupational mobility,
geographic migration, occupational turnover, and projected
occupational supply should not be included in the Montana OIS
until more reliable data are available.

It is recommended that duplication of supply data should be
avoided both within a given source and between different sources
of supply data.

•21'





Responsible Agencies --Each source agency should be responsible

for preparing completions data on their programs that is

unduplicated. The SOICC staff should be responsible for

developing and implementing procedures to eliminate overlapping

supply counts between data sources c The SOICC TSC should be

responsible for approving the proposed procedures and assisting

in their implementationo

Future Data Improvements

It is recommended that procedures be developed to collect

information on the post-graduate experience of program

completers. This may involve either placement or follow-up

information.

Responsible Agencies --The SOICC staff should be responsible for

develop.ing and assisting in implementing procedures to collect

this information across data sourceso The SOICC TSC should be

responsible for approving the proposed procedures and the

implementation of these procedures in their agencies^

(3) Occupational Characteristics/Complementary Information Components

Immediate Implementation

It is recommended that the information development process of

the Montana VIEW and CIS programs be related to ensure Montana

users consistent career information.

Responsible Agencies --The SOICC staff should prepare a position

•paper on the role of and relationship between the VIEW program

and CIS programo The paper should identify options for

immediate and future information integration of these programs.

The SOICC TSC, with the advice of representatives of both

programs, should review the position paper and recommend
changes prior to its submission to the SOICC committee for a

policy -determinationo

• NOTE: The administrative structure of the pending NOICC CIDS

grant will provide an advisory board that should also

participate in the review process.

Future Data Improvements

The preceding discussion relates to both immediate and future

activities in this area.

(4) Supply/Demand Interface Component --The purpose of the OIS supply/demand

interface is to relate data from different sources. This involves

resolving differences between data sources in four issue areas. The

recommendations for each issue area are described below. It should

be noted that these recommendations are based on a Level I - Manual OIS

Design^ Higher level designs would allow for finer levels of analysis

(e.g., sub-State areas) c The agency roles in this component are

described in the next section of this chapter.
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Classification Systems --It is recommended that the Montana Occupa-
tional and Education/Training Clusters being developed be utilized
as the basis of relating data reported on different classification
systemso

Geographic Coverage --It is recommended that OIS development should
focus initially on providing State-level data.

Time Period Coverage--It is recommended that OIS development should
focus initially on providing current annual data.

Measurement Issues --It is recommended that the occupational demand
component be represented by data from the OES program (Census data

'• ' until Survey data are available) and that the occupational supply
component be represented by data on those completing education and
training programs in Mont ana

»

(5) Supply/Demand Analysis Component --This component may include quantitative
analysis using occupational characteristics data or qualitative analysis
using supply/demand proxy data. The issue for this component involves
defining the level of analysis. The agency roles in this component
are described in the ne.xt section pf this Chapter.

It is recommended that initial OIS development include an analysis
of the relative size of the supply/demand numbers for each cluster
as well as •selected occupational characteristics^ Based on
available information in Montana, the following characteristics
should be included*.

•Wages and earnings
Licensing, certification, or registration requirements
Education and training requirements

This analysis should include approaches described in NOICC's
Occupational Information System Handbook (Volume 2, Chapter 5)

.

'

implementation Issues •

(1) Feasibility of an OIS --Based on the needs of agency personnel and the
resources and staffs of SOICC member agencies, it is feasible to develop
an OIS in Montana.

(2) Disposition of Technical Issues— Prior to the selection of an OIS Design
. . a decision needs to be made concerning the Technical Issues described

in the first half of this chapter.

It is recommended that the SOICC Technical Steering Committee review
each technical recommendation and adopt as stated or prepare alterna-
tive statements and that these technical statements be submitted
to the Statutory Committee as proposed features of the Montana OIS.





It is recommended that the SOICC TSC communicate, in writing, with
each affected agency. This communication should present the SOICC
TSC's recommendation on the technical issues and their implications
for each agency.

(3) OIS Design --Chapter four identified three alternative OIS designs. The
recommended designs for the Montana OIS are listed below.

For. the first year of implementation, Montana should develop a
Level I - Manual OIS system.

For subsequent years, Montana should develop a Level II - Automated
OIS system.

C4) Agency Roles --Chapter four described the functional features of each of
the alternative OIS designs. It is now appropriate to look at these
functions and provide recommendations as to what the role of Montana
agencies should be. The recommendations are provided for each OIS design
level. Kithin each level the following groups are described:

SOICC TSC--The SOICC Technical Steering Committee

SOICC Staff --The staff of the SOICC (currently- three persons)

SOICC Agencies Participating in the OIS --Montana agencies that
participate in the OIS design and use and provide data input for
the OIS. The following agencies would be included:

Emplo>Tnent Security Division
•Office of the Commissioner of Higher Education
Employment and Training Division
Office of Public Instruction
Rehabilitation Services Division

Related Agencies Not Currently Participating in the OIS --These are
agencies that produce data of value to an OIS but are not currently
participating in OIS developments This may include the following
agencies:

Montana Apprenticeship Bureau
National Center for Education Statistics
Job Corps Regional Office

Data Processing Agent --Montana agency, university, or program that
provides data processing services for OIS operation. (Level II only)

(5) Level I - Manual OIS Design --Exhibit 5-1 on the following page presents
the process appropriate to the Manual OIS Design. The recommended respon-
sibilities and role of each group are described below. It should be noted
that the following responsibilities are in addition to those previously
described in this Chapter.
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SOICC TSC

Review and approve the content and coverage of the Montana
clusters

Participate in the development of the OIS design

Participate in the development of OIS procedures, approve such
procedures, and assist in their implementation,

Review and approve the proposed OIS Supply/Demand reports to
ensure the appropriateness of the following components:

Supply/Demand Interface --the relationships suggested
between data from different sources represent comparable
time periods, geographic areas, and conceptual measures

Supply/Demand Analysis- -the interpretation and analysis
proposed for the OIS product are appropriate

SOICC Staff

Coordinate the supply/demand interface and the cluster
development

- . Initiate the development of OIS procedures and finalize them
with SOICC TSC review

Implement those OIS procedures that have been approved by
the SOICC TSC

Prepare source data for use in supply and demand tables

- Prepare the analysis and interpretation of supply/demand OIS
products for technical review. Finalize product after review.

Disseminate final product

SOICC Agencies Participating in the OIS

Serve as members of the Montana Cluster Task Force

Provide accurate source data on their programs that are
unduplicated. (See Exhibit 5-2 for specific agencies.)

Review and comment on draft copies of the OIS reports

Related Agencies Not Participating in the OIS

Provide requested data

-:5-
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(6) Level II - Automated OIS Design --The OIS Design recommended for the

second and subsequent \'ears is Level IK It should be noted that the

technical recommendations discussed earlier in this Chapter are based
on a Level I design. The SOICC TSC and SOICC staff should systematically
review each technical recommendation for appropriateness prior to

initiating an automated OIS design. One feature to consider is the

improved processing capability of Level II.

Exhibit 5-5 on the following page presents the process for the
automated OIS design. -It contains the same four groups identified in

the Level I model, and also contains a "data processing agent." The
roles and responsibilities of each group in the Level II design are

described below„

SOICC TSC

The TSC has the same review and approval responsibilities as

in Level I >

SOICC Staff

The SOICC staff has responsibilities similar to those in

Level I with the following addition.

Prepare input data from non-participating agencies in

a usable format

Data Processing Agent

.Provides computer time and system analysis, programming and
key-entry personnel needed to perform the following functions:

Receive data in printed form and create an automated
cluster file

Receive data in printed and data tape form and create
automated demand and supply files

Create supply/demand interface reports using the above
automated files

Based on processing facilities and staff capabilities, it is

recommended that the Management Information System Section of
the Emplo>'ment and Training Division be selected as the data
processing agent.

SOICC Agencies Participating in the OIS --The agencies have roles
similar to Level I except they would provide their data on a

standardized, agreed-upon OIS format in Level II.

Related Agencies not Participating in the OIS --The agencies would
have the same role as in Level I.

-26-
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EXHIBIT 5-3.

AUTOMATED OIS DESIGN
LEVEL II

lUiUTED
U.ENCIES NOT
I'ARTICIPATING

IN OIS
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Operating Roles of SOICC

This report has described a number of issues and considerations in the
development of an OIS in Montana, The OIS design recommendations in this report

represent a system for preparing occupational supply and demand reports. While
this focus is appropriate for an OIS, it does not fully represent the operating
role possible for the Montana SOICC, Based on the information assembled in

preparing this final report. Program Resources proposes two additional areas
appropriate for the Montana SOICC. These areas are described below:

(1) Clearinghouse Service --The Montana SOICC should assume a leadership
role in satisfying the occupational information needs of Montana
agency personnel. This role may be met by referring interested
personnel to the appropriate agency or contact person, preparing and

distributing information materials and publications (such as Montana
Occupational Information Sources) , or conducting training activities
and workshops for information users.

(2) Data Improvement Service- -This report has described a number of areas
for future data improvement. The Montana SOICC should assume a leader-
ship role in improving the quality and usefulness of occupational
information in Montana. This may involve committing SOICC staff,
"SOICC resources and/or SOICC agency staff and resources to activities that
will improve the quality of occupational data available in Montana. Of
the information areas needing improvements, the following are
considered the most important and thus would warrant priority
consideration.

The Montana SOICC should support the development and use of the
OES Survey-based program as the source of current and projected
occupational demand information.

The Montana SOICC should support efforts to control and eliminate
duplication of counts for individuals completing education and

• training programs.

The- Montana SOICC should support efforts to integrate the informa-
tion development efforts of the Montana VIEW and CIS programs for
the purpose of offering consistent, high quality career information
to Montana residents.





Operating Roles of SOICC

This report has described a number of issues and considerations in the
development of an OIS in Montana, The OlS design recommendations in this report

represent a system for preparing occupational supply and demand reports. While
this focus is appropriate for an OIS, it does not fully represent the operating
role possible for the Montana SOICC, Based on the information assembled in

preparing this final report. Program Resources proposes two additional areas
appropriate for the Montana SOICC. These areas are described below:

(1) Clearinghouse Service --The Montana SOICC should assume a leadership
role in satisfying the occupational information needs of Montana
agency personnel. This role may be met by referring interested

personnel to the appropriate agency or contact person, preparing and

distributing information materials and publications (such as Montana
Occupational Information Sources) , or conducting training activities
and workshops for information users«

(2) Data Improvement Service- -This report has described a number of areas
for future data improvement. The Montana SOICC should assume a leader-
ship role in improving the quality and usefulness of occupational
information in Montana, This may involve committing SOICC staff,
SOICC resources and/or SOICC agency staff and resources to activities that
will improve the quality of occupational data available in Montana. Of
the information areas needing improvements, the following are
considered the most important and thus would warrant priority

consideration.

The Montana SOICC should support the development and use of the
OES Survey-based program as the source of current and projected
occupational demand information.

The Montana SOICC should support efforts to control and eliminate
duplication of counts for individual's completing education and

^
training programs.

The- Montana SOICC should support efforts to integrate the informa-
tion development efforts of the Montana VIEW and CIS programs for
the purpose of offering consistent, high quality career information
to Montana residents.
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Limitations

Conclusions

The following pages are from the
Montana Occupational Information
Needs Sur\'e\'

CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

Although the response rate on this survey was exceptionally
high, the results cannot be readily generalized to all Montana
education and training personnel. This is due to the fact that
the sample was not scientifically defined to represent this
larger population. The survey results can best be described as
presenting the views and perceptions of 92 informed Montana
agency personnel.

The survey instrument presented a number of technical information
topics that were to be rated in terms of their importance, use,
and data availability to the survey reader. The analysis of the
survey findings in this report assumes that the
understood the meaning of these technical terms.

Section B--Data Importance, Availability, and Use

Survey readers were able to differentiate* between information
topics •

The highest-rated topics (in terms of data importance) from
each area were:

Projected Job Openings by Occupation
Enrollment in Training/Education Institutions
Entry Requirements
Financial Assistance Programs-

The three highest -rated topics in each area were covered in
some form, by 4 to 16 Montana sources (see Tables 10,- 11).

The most frequent availability and use rating for all respondents,
across all topics, was that this type o-f information was not
received but was needed.

Section C--Data Application and Training Needs

Occupational information is most frequently used in program
planning and career guidance and counseling.

Respondents expressed a positive interest in training related
to occupational information, with occupational demand rating
highest and complementary rating the lowest.





Section D— Consents

Respondents were generally positive about the survey but

Recommended Action

Montana SOICC should review these findings and insure thev ^y.reflected xn the following two developmental activities:
"^

OIS Feasibility Study
Proposal for a Career Information Delivery System (CIDS)

Montana SOICC should review these findings as they relate to th.occupational information training needs of Montana education
and training personnel.

"
S!at thrmn.t\°"'M""''^''

"'" findings, described above,that the most highly-rated topics are covered by existingMontana sources but are not received by most respondents!
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Cemsiis of
PopdiiatEors and Hoysing

PHC80-P-28

MONTANA

Preliminary Population and Housing Unit Counts

This report is based on preliminary counts of population and
housing units as compiled in the 1980 census district offices.

The series consists of 56 reports—number 7 for the United

States; numbers 2 through 52 for the States and the District of

Columbia in alphabetical order rather than in order of

publication; and numbers 53 through 56 for Puerto Rico,

Guam, Virgin Islands, and American Samoa. Preliminary counts

for the Northern Mariana Islands and the remainder of the Trust

Territory of the Pacific Islands are not part of this series of re-

ports. These counts will be made available in a separate press

release issued for each area.

As of April 1, 1980, the population of the State was

783,698, according to a preliminary count of the

returns of the 1980 census. This figure represents an

increase of 89,289, or 12.9 percent, from the 694,409
inhabitants enumerated in the 1970 census.

The preliminary count of housing units in the State as

of April 1, 1980, was 326,780. This figure, which
includes both occupied and vacant housing units, rep-

resents an increase of 80,177, or 32.5 percent, from
the 246,603 units enumerated in the 1970 census.

This report presents preliminary 1980 census popu-
lation and housing unit counts for the State, counties,

county subdivisions, incorporated places, standard met-
ropolitan statistical areas (SMSA's), and congressional
districts.

For SWSA's which have component parts in another
State(s), data shown in this report relate only to this

State's portion. For the remainder ofihe SMSA data,
see the appropriate State(s) report.

These preliminary figures will be superseded by the
final counts to be shown in Advance Reports, series

PHC80-V, which will be issued within the next few
months. The final counts are subject to further proc-
essing and review and may differ from the preliminary
figures.

An outline of the publication and computer tape
program for the 1980Censusof Population and Housing
can be obtained free of charge from the Data User
Services Division, Bureau of the Census Washington
D.C. 20233.

Symbols used in tables. A dash "-" represents zero.
Three dots "..." means not applicable, and "(NA)"
means not available. The prefix "

'
" indicates that the

count has been revised since publication of 1970 census
reports.

Issued December 1980

U.S. Department of Commerce

BUREAU OF The CEMSUS

for Sa'c by the Bureau o< ihe Census end
US Deoenrnenx o< Commerce Drstricr C'lces. 35 cents





^oble 2. Population and Housing Unit Counts for Incorporated Places: 1980 and 1970

Incorporated

Places
Counties

Aiutnon toiwr. ....,_.._. Mtntrol

Af»oco«oo Okt lodpr CouniY Of*' L(mJ9«..

Bo'flviik 'Own....„..„„. Roosevelt...
&onf ci'n ............. Pollon ..

b«)'c'«» to"^ .-.-..„-.. Corboft

tvfifl'ofle io»««_. .......... Colkotm

BfM Cr ........... Coicode
^4 Sondr lowfl ... Chouieow
6<q Trmber trly ... Sweet Groti.
Bili.ngj City VellOwilone .

bowkJe' lowr -..,. JeHervon

bciemon ci'v Gotioim

itiC^tf lown Corbon
b'ooOvi lown Powder fif-er .

brocdview lOwfl ........... Ycliowt'orie ..

e'ocktof* lowf* .... Roo»ew«n
B'Owfiinc lowft ......... Oioc*r
bun» S'tver bow ,.... S.i*e' bow
Cotcode town ........... Ccicode ..'

Chejtff town ..... Liberty 1..

Chtnool Ctly .... Blome
Chcteou City .... .. Teien .....
C"ck town .-_........ McConc „.,
Clyde Po'h. town.. . Pork ......
ColitmbiO foil* citV---.—". Fkll^>eO()

Columbul tftwn ........... SliMwoitr ..

Conrod ciiy ....... , Pondero .__
Cwlt>e^io^ «ewn_. .._.__._. Roosevelt..

Cu' boni. City ... ... Gkicwr ....
Do'by town Rovolli

t*eef Lod9e dy .... Powell .

Demon Itrwn . . .. Fergui

Diiton c.iy beoverheod
Dc»dion town _„....._. Philltpi

Dri/mmono town .. .. Gronile

DuTion town Teton

toi» Me*no lOwn .-_.. Lewii ond Clork.

lUoioko town .. ....... Coner
f-nnn town _.....,.,_.__.. Modnon _*...._ _

(vreko town ... Lincoln ._!

fo'H»ld town . Teion
foirv«w city RiChlond ..
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l&iendive c'ly _. Dowson ._

jC'Ois RenQf lown ....,._.. Fergus .. ..

Oreo' Foils c«tv Coscodc
HcmiHon ci'y .... Rovolli

Ho'din city . Big Horn

IHo'ifm
City . Blotne ... .

Mc'owion ctiy. Wheotlond
MOvrf City Hill

hfienc city Lewiv ond ClorV.
H.nghor" tpwn .. Hill ,

Hobion town ., Judith Bonn....

I

Hot So'rtngi to** SoriOerj

Mvit-D'-i town.,.*. 1 Trecsure..-..
Hn-ov town Cujter

jci-ei town Cofbon
>0'don town .... GQ'^^eld

Jcd'ifi Goc C'ly ... 'wfieottono

^O'ipeU Ci'y *iO'rteod .. 1. .

Krvif town.. Toole

H.ow'Cl ciiy Yeliewitone „
^Ov<no town , Golden Volley.

Lewistown city Fergus

liCey City .... Lincoln

tal-r^c town Eeovcrheod .

B..*-n5iton ci'y Pork
,

HoCQe Gross lOwn B-g Horn
B^oito Ci'y Ph.lJips .....
^*cn^c'lor towr .......... Goliotin

Wfd.cirie kOke iQwr, Sheriflon....

Wr none town MuSSflShell .

^ -es City City Custer

iSOuiC Ci'v . MiiiDulC
'Wee «ow^ *f'gwS .

*»ci''wC lOwr Vo'-ey ..

K. f 3'' If-- Coscode

f~

z'-f" lowf^ Vottev ..
• P&» low" Shfrtocn

:icy; 'fw- 0'cr>.tf .

- -i tc-r- Sanfle-j
f ' .-c:; f. Sif'tCor

* ' .'C 'C«' : FO'Cn ..

I
' : •»

, .o»e ,.
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6 031
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56 568
2 657

3 288
1 010
1 178

10 842

:3 816
182

253

606
449

32

578

482
211

10 299

211

5 469
164

079
748
271

998
776

365
987
407

237

586

735
229

496
91

J1C
122
131

076
455
190

J 840
967

•1 893
106

3&3
9 771

217

2 itu
31

1 307
656
827

1 592
61 581

1 342
18 670

717
799
123
401

1 700
23 368

714

936

1 ei:
1 5S6
964
244

2 652
1 173

2 770
621

4 004
538

4 306
396

4 5^
196

494
415

1 651

663
501

1 195

636
956
185

1 673
1 843
330
364

370
4 700
6 305

181

60 09 I

2 499

2 733
1 094

1 375
IC S5f

22 730

262
19!

664

373

412

529

160

10 526

250
4 454

169

6 437

3 286
3;i
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tot

2 195
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393

227

9 023

29 497
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513
1?9

30t
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I ::i

1 046
]

2 3£.

189

: 464

1 389

1 t44
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103
963

30
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26 5t*4

533

7 951

346
337

45
92
420
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315

462
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627
416
119
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1 296

382
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275

I 665
168

1 696
79
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659

313
313

448
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531

68
1 053
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143

204

150
1 992

2 483

61

23 925
1 373

1 256

397

591

4 400

10 131

101

116

312

195

20
274

241

90
4 602

103

2 231

91

2 930
1 101

162

3 132

215

; C29
432
198

85

4 I66

13 595

96
241

64

109

63

I U4
64

' J63

386
1 '03

135

3 693

82

864
2'

422
232
343

683
21 013

331

5 736

290
294

40
89

491

9 738

266
329

69t
660
3a4

62
845

476
977

298

1 482
158

1 675
81

208
162

524

292
259

396

266
360
75

766

696

133

142

146

1 820
2 203

65
20 755

1 116

990
391

605
3 586

6 048

470

162

15

l?i

241

54

3 955
95

1 632

75

2 539

1 065
156

2 615

207

675

296
164

3 403

10 313
I

206 I

1151
125

. 51

421

372
841

8!

<t2
435
994

(i
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Pieces
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Documentation of Cost Information

The cost information presented for the OIS design alternatives in Chapter 4
are based on the following information:

ADP Operating Costs --This includes computer time, test runs and
ke>T3unch services. The estimates provided are based on the opera-
ting experience of Program Resources, Inc. in working with the
Missouri SOICC in developing their OIS system.

Personnel Salaries --The data provided in E.xhibit 4-10 are rounded
data based on the salaries from the 1981-82 Montana State Pay
Plan (assume 18% Fringe Benefits)

Salary and
Salary Fringe benefits

Programmer
(Grade 13 step 4) $16,195 $19,109

Program Manager III
(Grade 13 Step 1) $14,763 $17,420

Clerk-Typist
(Grade 6 Step 1) $ 8,309 $ 9,805








